
Questions re. Art Since 1920

1.  Which artist, sometimes called 'the mother of American modernism', is best known for her 
more than 200 paintings of flowers? 

2.  What is the title of the 1937 painting made by Pablo Picasso in response to the German & 
Italian bombing of a northern Spanish town that same year? 

3.  Which artist, best known for his pop-art pieces 'Whaam!' and 'Drowning Girl', created a 
surrealist sculpture titled 'El Cap de Barcelona' for the 1992 Olympic Games? 

4.  What was particularly notable about the Turner Prize awarded in 2019? 

5.  In 1968 the radical feminist Valerie Solanas was jailed for 'reckless assault with intent to 
harm' after having shot which prominent artist, whom she claimed "had too much control 
over [her] life"? 

6.  Which gallery and cultural hub opened in Paris in 1977, and is famous for being the first 
prominent example of an 'inside-out building': its colour-coded plumbing, electrical, and 
air circulation conduits visible on the outside? 

7.  Other than her gender, what fact contributed to the work of abstract expressionist Lee 
Krasner being arguably under-appreciated throughout much of her career? 

8.  Pest Control is a service established in 2008 by an artist to answer questions of authenticity 
around their work. Enquiries can be made by members of the public or collectors, and if a 
piece is found to be genuine, a Pest Control certificate is issued. Name the artist. 

9.  Which artist, whose first solo show was at New York's MoMA in 1938, became the first 
Mexican artist to enter the Louvre's collection when they bought a self-portrait titled 'El 
marco / The Frame' the following year? 

10.  Which artist, who once wrote graffiti under the name SAMO, and included a signature 
three-pronged crown in many of his works, died of a heroin overdose in August 1988 at 
the age of 27? 


